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Given the data transformations applied in our model, choosing a large num-
ber of fatty acids (FAs) becomes computationally prohibitive. This is in part
due to the fully Bayesian implementation, and an empirical Bayes method
could provide more flexibility in the future. Although model complexity
scales with the number of FAs, individual predators and prey species, trans-
formation of FAs disproportionately affect computation time. It is thus in-
evitable to choose an appropriate subset of FAs for diet analysis. When FA
profiles are obtained (typically from gas chromatography), the practitioner
faces the choice of which FAs out of the potentially large number of mea-
sured FAs to retain for the analysis of diet proportions. Typically, only some
fatty acids will be informative about diets by separating sources in multi-
variate space. Adding FAs beyond these informative FAs does not improve
estimates of diet proportions, but may instead increase co-linearity among
prey samples..

While most studies quantify and list the most abundant FAs, these may
not be the most informative to discriminate among potential prey species.
Choosing FAs with experimentally validated conversion coefficients is an-
other important consideration. Eliminating FAs with conversion coefficients
that are unknown and suspected to be far from 1 is an important first step
since their inclusion can introduce significant uncertainty and error in point
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estimates. Once this preliminary sorting is complete, we propose to select
variables based on their contribution to axes in a constrained ordination. We
specifically use Constrained Analysis of Principal Coordinates (Anderson &
Willis, 2003) since it can deal with any distance metric, and use composi-
tional distance as a distance metric for ordination Aitchison et al., 2000. For
each FA f , we sum over the product of the FA contribution to the ordina-
tion axes and the axes respective eigenvalues: αf =

∑n−1
a=1 λacf,a, where a

indexes individual ordination axes, and cf,a is the contribution of FA f to
axis a. Each αf then contributes a proportion p to A =

∑
f αf , and we can

order the αf by their contribution to A and choose a number of variables
that contribute to a cumulative proportion P of the cumulative separation
A.
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